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volkov was to be available as a player in red alert 2 when the game was released, but westwood was forced to shelve this idea due to lower than expected sales of the game. however, with the westwood studios sale to ea, this is now no longer the case. the second, and final, game in the red alert
series. it was released in october 2000, shortly before the turn of the century, and can be purchased for the pc, playstation 2, and gamecube. this game was developed by westwood studios, and is not quite as "sexy" as its predecessor (or the first decade collection), but it does manage to provide a

satisfying combat experience and a few other modern features to the game. the story concerns yuri, the psychic (played by the voice of shannen doherty), who has been captured by the ussr, along with the brainwashed mind of "premier" gregory (who sports a very similar appearance to volkov from
the command & conquer 3: tiberium wars mod). the player, yuri, must rescue them from their captors and prevent the invasion of the united states by the ussr. red alert 2: yuri's revenge is a standalone sequel that can be played without being played red alert 2. the game is set in the year 2099 and

features a cybernetic yuri. yuri's revenge was developed by westwood studios, and was released in 1999. it is the final game in the command & conquer series. the fourth game in the command & conquer series, and the last to be developed by westwood studios. the second entry in the red alert
series, and released in october 2000, this game is set during the 1970s. the player assumes the role of yuri, a psychic who battles a soviet invasion of the united states, through the brains of a military general and premier gregory. the game is notable for its unique combat system and overall

gameplay. the player's main weapon is the "psy-blade", which is a psychic weapon. the psy-blade has both a melee and ranged attack, but the damage it inflicts is determined by the player's state of mind. if the player is in a "mad" state, the psy-blade will deal a high amount of damage to enemies. if
the player is in a "calm" state, the psy-blade will deal a low amount of damage to enemies.
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Following the addition of controls for vehicle units and the associated new technology vehicles, Volkov would be the only Red Alert 2 unit of his type to feature in
the next game. However, the abilities of the successor title Red Alert 3 were never enhanced to a similar extent and the third entry has more than once been slated
as not as good as its predecessors, partly due to this. From a production point of view, the developer is not a typical EA studio. Rather, it is CodeWeavers who have

been working on the development of the game, and released a Duke Nukem series spin-off, Apocalypse in 2004 which used the game engine used in RA3 and
RA3:TC. And while it has never been officially remade, rumors of a proposed sequel have persisted for years; CodeWeavers themselves have stated that they are

the only ones developing the game, though, last year, RA3 lead producer Brian Martell stated, on Red Alert Live! that RA3:TC would remain the only official sequel.
In July 2010, the first official mod for the game, Red Alert 3 Mod, was published to Steam. It includes all new units, buildings, battles, game modes and a story

campaign. While it included many fixes and tweaks, such as allowing the use of Soviet techs and of the original game weapons, it also contains a mod that replaces
the original Soviet Top-Secret Facility with the original Red Alert 2 unit, the soldier Volkov. The pack thus introduced Volkov to a new generation of players, similar
to what DICE did with Battlefield 2 a few years earlier. However, Volkov did not remain the only addition. Three additional ships were added as DLC to RA3 Mod,

one for each faction: the Vesuvius for the Allies, the La Estranja for the Soviets and the Spetznaz for the Third Reich. 5ec8ef588b
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